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Abstract. Characterization of the reaction violence of LX-04 explosive (85% HMX and 15% 
Viton A by weight) was obtained from Steven Impact Tests performed above the reaction 
initiation threshold. A 155 mm Howitzer propellant driven gas gun was used to accelerate the 
Steven Test projectiles in the range of approximately 170-300 m/s to react (ignite) the LX-04 
explosive. Blast overpressure gauges, acoustic microphones, and high-speed photography 
characterized the level of high explosive reaction violence. A detonation in this velocity range 
was not observed and when comparing these results (and the Susan test results) with that of 
other HMX based explosives, LX-04 has a more gradual reaction violence slope as the impact 
velocity increases. The high binder content (15%) of the LX-04 explosive is believed to be the 
key factor to the lower level of violence.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In general, the Steven Impact Test is a safety 

test involving high explosive (HE) targets 
impacted at increasingly greater velocities with 
projectiles until you get a “GO” (reaction). For 
the most part, these reactions involve a burning 
or deflagration process in lieu of a full-scale 
detonation. Naturally, the lowest velocity where 
you get a “GO” is the “reaction threshold” and 
typically involves several experiments to 
determine. Performing experiments above the 
“reaction threshold” as presented in this work 
can also act to characterize the level of violence 
observed in the reaction. Both the “reaction 
threshold” and violence level data can be 
utilized in various hydrodynamic reactive flow 
models for safety predictions that may not be 
directly tested.  

Research on the Steven Test has been 
performed at Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory [1-7] as well as a modified version 
of this test at Los Alamos National Laboratory 
[8-10]. Converting overpressure transit data 
from impact to equivalent point source energy 
dates back to the Susan Test [11] and is 
discussed in a prior publication [12]. 

 
The Steven Impact Test results to date have 

increased the fundamental knowledge and 
practical predictions of impact safety hazards 
for confined and unconfined explosive charges. 
As discussed in the prior publications [1-10], 
friction, shear, and strain are the main 
contributing mechanisms to reaction although 
continuing research is still investigating these 
individual areas and combinations of 
mechanisms.  
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the standard 
Steven Impact Test arrangement used in this work.  
 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 

For these experiments, a 155 mm diameter 
smooth bore Howitzer gun located at LLNL Site 
300, bunker 850 was utilized to fire five 
projectiles with various velocities at Steven 
Impact Test targets on an outdoor firing table. 
The experimental geometry of the Steven 
Impact Test target is shown in Fig. 1. The steel 
projectile head (see Fig. 1) is attached to a sabot 
body that is accelerated via a propellant charge 
into the target. External blast overpressure 
gauges were placed around the target at a 
3.05 m standoff for direct comparison to the 
Susan test data [11].  

 
This work was performed using LX-04 (85% 

HMX, 15% Viton A) energetic material samples 
to determine if the gradual reaction violence 
slope continues as the impact velocity increases. 
Normally a 76 mm diameter smooth bore light 
gas gun is used for these tests, but the Howitzer 
gun was used instead due to a higher velocity 
capability. 
 

As shown in Fig. 1, the projectile consists of a 
hemispherical 30.05 mm radius steel head 
having a mass of 1.2 kg. The test projectile is 
accelerated into a 110 mm diameter by 12.85 

mm thick explosive charge confined by a 3.18 
mm thick steel plate on the impact face, a 19.05 
mm thick steel plate on the rear surface, and 
26.7 mm thick steel side confinement. A Teflon 
ring around the explosive provides radial 
confinement. Blast overpressure gauges, 
microphones, and high-speed photography 
characterized the level of reaction violence. 

 
RESULTS/DISCUSSION 

 
The tabulated results for this work are shown 

in Table 1. Included are details about the 
experiment number, impact velocity, and 
reaction violence. All of these tests were 
performed at ambient temperature (20°C) using 
LX-04 as the target material with 277-month 
stockpile age and had a sample density of 1.863 
g/cm3. The reaction violence was obtained by 
converting the measured over-pressures to 
grams of TNT equivalent reaction [12]. 
 

The test results were video taped with fast 
framing cameras.  Two of the frames from a test 
are presented in Figures 2 and 3. The grid in the 
background of the movie frames is used as a 
conformation of the projectile velocity. The 
visual evidence obtained by the movies helps 
provide a rough correlation of the over-pressure 
gauge results.  The reaction observed is clearly 
not a detonation and this is confirmed by the 
over-pressure gauge results.  Intentional 
detonations with TNT and other explosives 
were reported previously [3].    

 
TABLE 1. Summary of LX-04 (sample density 1.863 
g/cm3) high velocity Steven Test results performed at 
ambient temperature (20°C).  

EXPT PROJECTILE 
VELOCITY 

m/s, (ft/s) 

VIOLENCE−TNT 
EQUIVALENT 

(g) 
WRL158 173, (569) 160 
WRL157 231, (759) 154 
WRL156 250, (820) 180 
WRL155 293, (961) 185 
WRL154 298, (979) 175 



 
FIGURE 2. Frame showing projectile prior to 
projectile impact. 
 

 
FIGURE 3. Frame showing reaction violence after 
projectile impact. 
 

Figure 4 presents a comparison of results for 
the Steven Impact Test (dashed lines) and the 
Susan Impact test (solid lines) regarding the 
reaction violence in the form of blast 
overpressure related to a TNT equivalent as a 
function of the projectile velocity. All five tests 
with the Howitzer gun with velocities ranging 
from 173 to 298 m/s had about the same 
reaction violence with no noticeable trend.  
 

There is good reaction violence correlation 
between the Steven Tests and the Susan Tests in 
order of decreasing explosive reaction violence 
PBX 9404, LX-10, PBX 9501, and LX-04.  The 
five recent Steven Tests reported here with LX-

04 do not follow the gradually increasing 
violence trend of the Susan Test.  A possible 
explanation for this is that in the Susan test the 
explosive sample may remain under inertial 
confinement between the Susan projectile and 
the impact barrier longer than does the 
explosive in the Steven test geometry.  This 
longer confinement duration could allow the 
ignited LX-04 to react gradually more violently 
in the Susan Test as the velocity increases.  This 
postulated explanation could be tested in future 
three-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling and 
experiments using increased confinement of the 
LX-04 Steven Test charges.  
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of results for the Steven 
Impact Test (dashed lines) and the Susan Impact test 
comparing violence in the form of blast overpressure 
related to a TNT equivalent as a function of the 
projectile velocity. 
 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Steven Test targets containing LX-04 
explosive samples were impacted at velocities 
up to 298 m/s. In comparing these results to 
those for LX-04 from the Susan Test, the LX-04 
reaction violence did not gradually continue to 
increase as previously predicted.  All five tests 
with the Howitzer gun with velocities ranging 
from 173 to 298 m/s had about the same 
reaction violence with no noticeable trend 
although an asymptote may have been reached.  



Future work is planned to incorporate these 
Steven Test reaction violence results into HE 
reactive flow computer models for LX-04 that 
can then be used to make reaction violence 
predictions for other impact scenarios and for 
LX-04 in other geometries.  
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